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Burgum: The Place of Literature in a Liberal Education

THE PLACE OF 'LITERATURE
IN A LIB ERA L ' E D U CAT I 0 N l
Edwin- Berry Burgum
no subject in the college curriculum which is less
certain of its aims and methods than English studies. The most
extreme form of this confusion is to be found in the graduate faculty.
The conventional scholars who generally' dominate graduate depart':
ments agree as to m~thod. They accept what is called the method of
scientific scholarship, but, since they are divided into philologists and
literary historians, they pursue different immediate ends. Opposed
to them is a group too small to' tause .trouble but large enough' to
increase ,the confusion of points of view. This group shares its own
general end in choosing to emphasize· the philosophy of literature
Father than its scholarship. But it is rent into factions by specific divergences both in' the understanding of this general end and in the
methods pursued to' reach it. ~he sociological approach seeks the
practical application of literature to daily living. The advocates of
pure form insist that .the enjc;>yment 'Qf literature is entirely without a
relation to everyday life. ' To say that they share a common goal is
thus a tour de force ~f terminology. Within this~ general grouping
of the philosophical as opposed to the scholarly approach there are
virtually as many differentiations as there are representatives on the
graduate staff. Since every .philosophy finds SOIIle 'place for aesthetics,
one finds the, Marxist and the Neo-Thomist, the pragmatic and the
Humanist, the Platonic and, occasionally, the psychological, which is
usually Freudian. These various approaches obtrude also into undergraduate teachi~g, where the less strenuous demands dilute the differ-

I

SUPPOSE THERE IS

1 This essay was prepared to be read at the second annual Regional Conference on
the, Humanities, Denver, Colorado, December 1, 2, 3, 1944. Because of a crowded program, Professor Burgum gave orally, the gist of his paper, which is here presented in full
for the first time......Editor.
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ences into. three. Most undergraduate departments may be divided
into the scholars who regard their undergraduate teaching as a distracting .annoyance, the dilettantes who have drifted into teaching
because they love literature and do not wish the beautiful experience
to be disturbed by our asking why, and, finaHy, theHllmanist who
tries without ruftling his dignity to mediate between the two.
These disorders, however, are not confined to -tIre field of letters.
At least three different psychologies are generally taught, behaviorist,
Freudian, and Gestalt. In the field of economics possibly a dozen
diff~rent· schools of interpretation 'ranging from some variant of the
free enterprise theory to some authoritarian. approach muddle the
prospective business man and voter. Even in the area of science, that
science which has always been most secure on its.foundations, physics,
.now finds the relativity of Einstein disrupting ,the comfortable categories of Newton. Obviously the difficulties attendant upon English
studies are only.a single instance of· the tremendous expansion of our
thinking which is going on
over the world at the present time. As
far 'as this is true, it should be welcomed as the inevita'ble challenge
which the accumulation of scientific knowledge and the changing demands of the practical world throw before the scholar in every field,
and ,in:every period of crisis.
Perhaps because I see them from the outside, these modifications
of theory in the field of science do not disturb me. They arecertainly no more serious than those met and assimilated in the severiteenth ·century. I take them as an inevitable phase of .any developmental process, and see no reason for concluding that scientific theory
has ceased to be gro~nded in objective reality and h~s become a subjective phenomenon. I do not think that we are ready yet to write off
science as no more than a mechanism to get u~ superior airplane en-.
gines, which is misleading and irrelevant as an aid towards a better
social philosophy. Doubtless the narrow mechanistic application of
it which led to tile errors of the simple materialism of the early nineteenth century is open to such criticism. The scientist, faced with the
need for a broader philosophy, has lost his old arrogance and requires
the friendly aid of other disciplines. But under cover of this need, I
hope the rescuers of science will not plot the eradication of what has
been wholesome in its long tradition: its belief in objective reality,
its assumption that it works for the common good of all mankind,
its demand for the practical application of theory, its hypothesis, which

all
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it has., already done so much to realize, that men have the power
, through their cooperative 'effort to make their lives progressively more
rich and satisfactory. And I hope also that whoever comes to her aid
will recognize that his own discipline is probably in ,as sorry a state,
and that his own confusion is not so easily recognized because the
discipline he follows has never had as sharp an apparatus for testing
its conclusion~. This isa temptation the outsi~e,r should be aware of
when he proffers his friendly hand in support. '
Now this'failure of science, I believe, is less the result of recent
investigations' into astrophysi,cs .than of the vagueness of its beneficent
social intentionsl' I am less troubled than Eddington by the elusiveness 'of matter. once the atom has been broken dow'n, because the
poignant.actuality of my relationships as a person with other similar
persons must .remain the inescapable basis of any definition. of reality
that can matter to tpe. .Whethet we are material objects or only collehions of electric energy in une~sy equilibri':Jin is beside the point.
Objective reality remains centered in our r~lci~ionships witll one
another within the framework of nature. To cladfy what this means,
_ to. define its inevitable implication Qf a theory of denIocracy at the
present ti~e (asour war against fascism shows), is a problem too'vast
for anyone field of research to coyer., It demands the cooperation of
all those who recognize that to deny democracy is to be suffoc.ated by
illusion. Not letters alone should coine to the aid of the scjentist,
but every discipline that- is concerned with any aspect of human relationships. The present moment is not one hi which the Humanities
shoutd supersede the sciences and take charge of the curriculum, but
one in which, mutual~eakness should lead, to gr:eater tol~rance on
both sides and a recognition that each may be helpful to the other if
they both .act with the same generous social objective. It is not a
time for snap conclusions, but for the breaking down of department
lines in a common enterprise of cart:ful, flexible investigation, such as,
I believe, has c~aracterized these annual conferences in Denver.
What I am concerned about as an English teacher is the contribu'tion the arts and letters may make towards a new philOS<?Phy of education which the situation demands from both the arts and the sCiences.
I am concerned that we p~t our own house in· order so that any
rapprochement with the scientist may be really constructive in this
social sense .and not merely an attempt to move time back and restore
letters to the thrdne where it' sat in Classical theory. Whatever its
I
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,limitations, we must not forget that the development, of science was
accompanied by the rise of democracy, and that the Humanist tradition carries the handicap of always having been associaJ1:ed with an
aristocratic view of society.
From the sociological point of view, therefore, the problems we
face are probably more difficult than those involved in the reorientation of science. The difficulties of science have not resulted from the
hostility of the world at large, but from a taking over of that world's
limitations. Science has accepted the crude materialism that followed
the world's failure to achieve the possibilities of democracy. The situation with the arts has been quite the opposite. The aristocratic
assumptions of the Humanist have been a taking refuge in the past ·in
the face of a rejection by the dominant elements of the' practical world.
The greater confusion of method and objectives in English studies
has been the inevitable consequence of our search for a relationship
with the world .at large which it has had no interest in promoting. I
know that this world has given lip service to culture. But a lip service
which only promotes hypocrisy is worse than none at all, for it impedes
by a' conscious act what otherwise would have been wholesome unconscious unfolding of interest, as folk art everywhere testifies. In
the shadow of Pike's Peak it may not be entirely gracious to say that
this rejection is personified in the pioneer. I am aware of his many
virtues and his indispensability at the time. But it remains true that
he was not an exemplar of the well-rounded man as the Renaissance
conceived him. Those areas ot'culture in which we are professionally
interested were superfluous to him. He gave them perhaps~ as he
gave Ieligion, the nod of the hat as he rushed to bar or mine. What
he really wanted was money for his own power and self-advancement.
Yet the pioneer was only frankly expressing the basic attitude,
stripped of its veneer, that prevailed in the bourgeois world generally
after the introduction of the machine. I well remember years ago
listening to the rage and incomprehension of a Boston manufacturer
when he heard that his son was studying French literature of the seventeenth century at Harvard. He might have been a character from
Balzac or Buddenbrooks. It is highly significant that a whole tradition
of fiction from Stendhal and Flauber,t to Galsworthy and T1;lomas Mann
emphasizes with bitterness the hostility of the bourgeois world to lit,:,
erature. Business men might buy art as casual adornment for their
drawing rooms, or, might desire their wives and daughtels to indulge
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it since they were only a higher order of similar adornment. These
novels pre~ent the:rp. as shuddering lest the virus of art enter masculine veins to paralyze or contaminate the purity of individual initiative. As a formative influence upon the functioning personality, art
was regarded nbt as an aid but as insidiously degenerative. And in
one way or another these manifold attitudes of ours towards the function and values of literatur~ 'are our desperate' response to this basic
rejection. Now that the rejection has passed in ~n era at one an,d
the· same time more disposed. to cooperation as a social ideal and literature as a worthwhile pursuit, we can discuss the subject the mor.e
profitablr. But we bring to the discussion the scars the past has left
~pon us.
For our philosophies of liteFature have been determined, as we
inherit them, by this rejection. Our reactions, defined most generally,
were of ~wo sorts, according as 1,Ve defied or accepted this rejection.
The Humanist of theninete.eth century and his American successors,
.relying upon th~ authority of a tradition centuries old and overstimulated by the lip service the"bourgeois world did pay to literature,
availing ,himself also of the example of the pulpit, sought to compel
the respect of thi~ hostile world by~ exhortation. The advocate of
art for art's sake, ,on the contrary~ accepted the rejection with contempt for the practical world and sought to make the best of the opportunity for specialization. He turned the bourg.eois contempt or
neglect against itself and insisted that art was a special and superior
interest in whi~h only a few qualified individuals could participate.
The difference between t4e two groups, therefore, was in reference
to their attitude t~wards the practical world. They were alike in
their hostility to democracy, in their assumption that they formed
an elite of the 'superior few.
Humanism, as represented first by Matthew Arnold and later by
P~ofessor Babbitt, had considerable i~fluence upon the academic mind
and therefore upon the teaching of literature. Faced by the dilemma
of imposing aristocratic attitudes upon a people determined to become
more democratic" it has had surpdsingly little effect upon either the
writing or the enjoyment of literature in America. Undeniably our
literature has developed with the aid of the general tradition of which
Humanism was the articulate spokesman.. It is a platitude to '. say
t:l!at we are cu1turalffi~in the Renaissance tradition. But of spe«;ific influence there~ hardly a trace. The stream of American litera.:
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ture has developed without the benefit of academies, derivative of
the people in its diction and its eplotional patterns. Mark Twain,
Walt Whitman,' Dreiser and Anderson, Sandburg and Hemingway,
. and Richard Wright and John Steinbeck: clearly they have not been
listening to Professor Babbitt nor recollecting Matthew Arnold in tranquility. What the Humanists could have told the public, it was getting
already from the Protestant pulpit, and they had nothing to offer the
writer who sought technical aid, beyond generalities he was already
familiar with. Nor did the Human~sts encourage discipleship among
living writers' since they usually stressed the great works of the past
a~d too often damned those of the present for their shortcomings.
. The art for art's sake movement, on the other hand, though of
course indifferent to the. public save as an object of contemplation and
analysis, w~s immensely interested in the artist as craftsman, and
brought every hew specialization to bear upon his problems. Freed
from ,the traditional Humanist approach of the Renaissance, which
put first in art the moral idea, the advocate of pure form went into
all sorts of fresh and promising explorations. Following archaeology,
he escaped the limitations of the Graeco-Roman tradition and ·made
us '-aware of whole areas of past art which contradicted itsassumptions. Making use of psychology, he investigated the actual nature
o£the individual response to art, the effect upon the art of the medium
it employed, attempting to define with precision 'both the nature of
art and the ~fferences among the several arts. Not bound to take
a moral view of his subject, ,he worked out with the aid 'of mathematic~ new conceptions of form and symmetry. He acquainted him;
self with physics for whatever aid it might shed upon the' nature of
sound and color. Whatever the fallaciousness of his philosophy of
pure form, the specific insights he evoked provided a phenomenal
extension of aesthetic sensibility from which the artist profited a great
deal as a craftsman 1£ not as a spokesman for society. The symbolist
poem may be obscure and esoteric, but for those who can read it, it
opens up new areas of subtle meanings. The introspective novel may
be part of the cult of the unintelligible, but those who have taken the
pains to learn its alphabet find it a most elaborate revelC}tion of human
motivation.
If only the actual accomplishment of the movement for pure form
could have been brought under the aegis of th~ good intention of
Humanism, our difficulties might· have disappeared. P~rhaps that is
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the work that lies ahead. For though much might be wrong*about
Humanism,. its central precept .remains acceptable: that art has an
influence for the good, and an important influence for the good, upon_
society. But in defining this: influence it was too vague to make a~y'
contribution to a philosophy of aesthetics, and its vague definition
carried overtones' of host.ility to democracy. There was an unfortunate
contradiction of tone in the unctuousness of its abstract preachments
and the contemptuousness which characterized its occasional ventures
into their application. Mattliew Arnold's general statement is that
literature promotes sweetness an~ light in the h:uman disposition, but
he opposes the use by dissenters of Church of England burial grounds
because of the uncouthness of their rituals. More importantly, he'
warned against our loss of the Renaissance ideal of the well-rounded
man. But everything that h~ wrote upon the subject implie~ both
that a poor man cannot be well-ro~nded without renouncing his class
and that the nature of science, by its affinity for the practical as opposed to the ideal interests of man, leaves it a no more significant
ingredient in the well-rounded man than the .weekly bath. Indeed,
the debate between Huxley and Arnold on this point would never
have arisen if either contestant had recognized and accepted the relationship of science to democracy. Huxley insisted that, in educ~tion,
health and foed came first, with fine art in the ignoble state of a miscellaneous refinement of life; whereas Arnold declared that literature with
the assistance of ethics as embodied in religion and philosophy was of
paramount concern. Huxley's attit~de ought to have been a platitude
to both of them. Fqr certainly jt is useless to talk of ideal goals to sick
and starving men. Huxley was taking·a democratic point of view, but
he could not look beyond basic material needs in his theoretical analysis because the society of his day did not take for granted its duty to
provide the masses with these ·n€cessities. To Arnold, on the other
hand, thinking in terms of the elite who usually manage to be wellfed, gluttony was the risk, and the emphasis ought to be placed on
the right use of the plump physique.
In a society in which everyone has.security of work and income
Arnold's values become -an ideal everyone can pursue: everyone can
seek the powers, as he calls them, of conduct, ~f intellect and knowledge, of beauty, and 6f social life and manners. .Only in a society in
which a decent standard of living is available to .the few alone will
such an ideal be forbidden the masses of men. I am not saying that
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they will all. attain the ideal or make a serious effort to follow it.
Arnold did not make any such claim for the minority of the well-fed
iii his own day. We may not all become well-rounded men, but a
great many more of us are likely to.
But though Arnold wavered, puzzled by' the democracy of our
American experiment, and admitted that the elite might become a
sizable body, he never changed his basic approach. He always felt a
hostility between quantity and quality, and seemed to believe that the
smaller the size of 'the significant group in society,. the more reasonable
it was to assume an improvement in quality. Always he seemed to
believe that quantity of itself was an implication of poor quality,
where~s it is more properly conceived of as the spawning ground of
quality; without which quality could not exist. Instead of thinking
metaphorically of the flower as fulfilling the possibilities of the soil
that nourishes it he conceived of literature as a purifying agent thrown
into the hostile, fetid waters of the commonplace by the selected
corps of the elite. But his failure to understand the relationship'
between quantity and quality was an unconscious carry-over into the
, aesthetic fielel of the existing class divisions of English society. Quantity and quality, poor and rich, the valueless and the value, tended to
be~ome parallel categories in his thinking. If one pays as much"
attention to the definite psycholoiical overtones of his statements as
to their frequently ambiguous verbal meanings, such a conclusion is
inescapable. One of the instances of his superciliousness not only
towards the poor but towards the Bible, is his remark that the Bible
will have to do as a substitute for the classics among the lower classes.
Though he called the well-to-do 'either barbarians of charm or
Philistines without it, he saw the lower classes virtually as a vast
residuum of Calibans. Now the psychological meaning of these distinctions is that there is no hope at all from the masses, little hope
from the middle class, and a great deal from the aristocracy if they
would only vitalize the charm of their manners with Arnold's own
.
insight into the true aims of living.
A second and analogous reason for Arnold's aristocratic outlook
was the limitation of interpretation he acilially gave to his second
power, that of intellect and 'knowledge. Here again, as with the
J:lumanists generally, the abstract statement is acceptable until one
investigates precisely what is meant by it. The power of intellect and
knowledge is obviously that part of our functioning devoted to the
v
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discovery of values. Now i think that today f.ew persons would,challenge the statement that a workable set of values is the result of the
combined efforts of many branches of research working under the
guidance of the general intention of·society. SPecifically at the present
time our values are the consequence of the investigations of psychiatrists, social scientists, economists, philosophers, working under the
assumption of democracy, of the greatest good for the greatest number. We do not believe, for instance, that the ideal of justice has "
any teal' me~ing in· a specifit case· until we have investigated.environmental and hereditary influences; the relation of the case to the l~rger
interests of socie~y at the moment and so on. Any merely abstract
statement we make about ju~tice, when taken as aD. aid to a particular
decision, and not as an emotive talisman, must have a specificity that
will, for instance, exclude· the Greek conception that permitted' the
execution of surplus ·slaves and the Nazi that advocates the mass execution of Jews. And this means that the value called· justice is a
'
changing one once you have got beyond mere verbalism.
. To Arnold, on the contrary, the fundamental truisms of human
conduct have r~mained the same during recorded history. Following
Burke he-believed that they have been thrown up in adequate form
by man's empirical experience i~ living. No amo~Ilt of intellect and
knowledge can change their essential outlines; it'can only make the
particular adaptation needed at the moment. More necessary· than .
,understanding them is ~e practice of them. Hence the superiority
to him of literature over all other disciplines, since it not only clarifies as much as necessary·but, most important of all, stimulates to
imitation. It does not seem to. me that, this is a tenable position. It
leads in actual practice to the unconscious employment of the specific
meaning of the abstract tenet imposed by one's environment, as my
strictures upon .Arnold should illustrate.
Nevertheless, a certain flexibility in great literature seems to justify Amold'~ position. Undeniably the liter~ture that any people has
considered great retains an enduring value. It is beyond time. and
place to the extent to which it keeps us aware that man has always had
a sense of his human dignity, to' the extent that -it exalts, his better
natUl'e as agaip~t' his worse. And in a general sense, his 'better nature
has remained the same. It has continually~exhibited itself in the
range of his interests, in his capacity for_love and friendship, his need
for self-development,. his heroic .pursuit of noble ~goals. \Vhether it
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be Chiilese or Hindu or Gree:k or German, literature with .any moving
appeal or stylistic distinction has possessed a socially wholesome intention. Through both tone of utterance' and verbal, meaning, it has
made the reader sensitive to the difference between the trivial and
.the significant in men's thoughts and motive~ and actions. Whatever
has been constructive in his outlook, man has put into his art. For
these reasons an extensive reading of literature, not only from the
Classical traditi~n but from any quarter of the globe, should increase
our awareness of whatever is destructive in our own era, should give
us the disposition to ally ourselves with whatever seems the contribution of our time to man's continual striving towards a better life.
So much is granted by almost everybody within the field of letters.
But the reasons why and how literature accomplishes these ends ~ave
been ei!ther neglected or misunderstood. This en~uring quality of
great lit~rature depends upon two related factors. The first is purely
aesihetlc and may be crudely defined as adequacy of phrasing and
planning. The second is that what is so finely written be capable of
-general rather than specific meaning. For this reason the abiding
literature is more often poetry than prose, which forces a greater
uniformity of interpretation. The more gener~lized utterance of
poetry permits its translation into a fairly large range of divergent
contexts. Its power resides to a great extent in what is suggested
rather than stafed. When the Shakespearian actor says, "I am thy
father's spirit," this poetic statement looks speCific only because it
induces everyone to translate its general statement of parental authority in some particular and qualified way. To the Elizabethan it carried
overtones of superstiti9us compulsion, since he had not yet discarded
the medieval belief in the reality of ghosts. But to us it is either an
evidence of hallucination or a figure of speech to stimulate a sense of
duty. The poetic phrase and the whole poem always convey a specific
meaning, but both the value and the nature of that meaning change
for different readers and for different periods. Words and metaphors
and indeed plots- also are given their specific interpretations by the
changing, living environment of the reader; so that the same phrase
will carry a special nuance of meaning for .this reader of this era, whi~h
will be in some way different from that in the author's mind and
to his own age. Modern readers of Pindar bring to the general statement of his odes their own, conception of clean sportsmanship quite
fr~e from the overtones of homose~uality such as, we know, athletics

<
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set: up for the" Greek listener. Sophocles, praising justice, reserves it
silently to the citizen, while the modern reader may have our disen&:anchised Negroes in mind. IIi this instance there has been a' vast
. change in the mere quantity of mankind the reference to justice
subsumes. The Greek poet wrote; however, in a mood similar to ours
because the possibility of applying Jhe phrase to slaves had not yet
arisen within his consciousness, and "'wetherefore interpret his silence
as agreement with our· more humane attitude. In this respect poetry
is closer than prose to music, but it differs from m!1sic in that some
definable ideational element is there .to fix a limit and to direct the
channel which the special response~ must take.
But" there are limits beyond w;hich one pursues these so-called
eternal values of literature at some peril. This use of poetry is healthy
only as long as the reader's environment forces this act of translation.' "
And the environment· can do this only when it is sufficiently integrated
to provide him with the new order of overtones. it must be remembered that all meanings of words are social, and whatever person~l
meanings they may have exist as a second and subordinate order of
specific interpretations, conditioned. by" the surrounding mores.
Though this statement holds true for the ideological meanings, it is
also true for those spontaneous emotive responses, beyond the control
of reason~ which I have called pvertones. 'Now"we live at a time when
~ere is no accepted harmonious pattern ip the mores to provide that
these spontaneous individual responses be communicable and unambiguous. There is now little or no general agr~ement as to the
emotive overtones of many words. In an ·era of unhappy family
life and frequent divorce, the overtone of "home," for instance, can
be neither the simple acceptance of the Victorian period nor the simpl~
indifferefice of the Neo-classical, but ~ very painful confusion, whos~
meanings canno~ be taken for granted but would require a whole
poem .in itself to explicate. A parallel with interesting deviations is
found in those concepts concerned with democtacy, with the libertyfraternity-equality of the French Revolution'. Once such words were
generally acceptable and carried tremendous authority in poetry pre-.
cisely because they were without specific connotations. Men who
did not know what they wanted specifically from life expressed through
these words their common rebellion against feudalism. But now that
that rebellion has long since" been won, we are faced on the level of
daily living with a need for specific meanings. Some among" us have
"
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become suspicious of certain connotations of the words, and reject
the old terms in the significant reaches of their personaJIities because
these terms are capable of radical interpretations. Others flounder
as they try to give them, an appropriate definiteness. But the result
is the same. The word liberty no longer sets up the commonly
acceptable response it stimulated in Byron; the word comradeship can
no longer be used with the exultation of Whitman. Once more words
such as these create discords it would require whole poems to straighten
out. Their meanings have become highly personal reactions, or have
uni~ormity only within limited groups.
The consequence is that poetry, forced into unintelligibility as
purely individual expression, or as no tangible expression at all, has
ceased to be an important literary form. The ordinary reader seeks
the safety of prose, and those who still insist· upon emphasizing the
eternal samene~s of values of grea~t literature tend to live in a vacuum.
Unable to bring any specific translation of the generality in the poem,
. they are left with the bare generality itself. Or rejecting certain general statements, peculiar to othe modern as opposed to the earlier
periods, because they are now capable of disconcerting interpretations,
they fall back on the unmistakably aristocratic flavor which accumttlates from any extensive reading of the earlier literature.
Otherwise I do not know how one can explain the paradox of
Hum~nisIl)~ that those individuals who are always preaching the tonic
inftuen~e of letters upon life are so habitually abstracted from any
significant relationship to the life about them. Their rule-of-thumb
identifi¢ation with the past becomes an attempt to thrust the pres~nt
into a ;tate of equivalent ambiguity. Since the present, however ambiguous, is disturbingly particular in its obstinate interference, they
do their best to escape into the Elysian Fields of the eternal values.
Any specific meaying comes to alarm them, and their most specific
action becomes their suspicion of the contemporary. Immersed in
their abstract fashion in all the past murders in literature, and literature being so largely tragedy there are many of them, they find every
suggestion of violence in contemporary literature a lapse into \TUlgarity,
since they cannot similarly reduce it to an abstraction.
Lovers of poetry, when thei.r age plays them false in this way,
have two possibilities of' compensation. They may safely read the
great pros~ of the past, since it is the nature of prose to elaborate into
specific meanings what poetry leaves to il!ference, though at the price
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of occasional boredom, repetitiousness, irrelevancy, and loss of emotive
power. Or they may avail themselves of a second way of reading
poetry, which is as highly conscious as the first is ·spontaneous. They
may seek by strenuous effort of exegesis to recover the specificity of
overtone, that whole wealth of meanings, the poem possessed for its
original readers. They may pursue' what :Arno~d rejected as the ,historical approach to literature. Indeed, it is highly profitable to do'
so.. The past has its own light to shed on pres~nt difficulties, and
literature offers the only mechanism by which the illusion of living
significantly in· the past can be achieved. We can get close to the
surface of life in the past, it is true, by reading diaries and old newspapers. What I have in mind is that more profound identificatioIl:.
which is to sense the peculiar personality structures !hat have formed .
particular societies, each with its unique sense of what is mysteriou~
.. and tabu, its own style of love and friendship, its own way of seeking
power or' s~bmission, its own preference for the robust or the irishl1iating contact, for the risk of disorder that accompanies experiment or
the simplicity that makes for order. Doubtless this revival through
literature of the living forms and styles of interpersonal relationships
requires a great deal of preliminary work in re-creation of the environment, of some aspect of which the work of art is a simplificati9n. But
once this has been done, the poem throws the sqlttered information
.from anthropology and economics and social history into the appearance of organic functioning. When we read an ancient 'work of literature with 'such a preparation, along with the' vague general response' .
I have already mentioned which unites us with the past, we also get;
if we read with car~, responses that separate us. The specific' response
we now. can recognize as approximating that set up in the' original .
readers, we also recognize to differ from those normal to ours~lves.
This is equivalent to what Coleridge called the suspension of disbelief.
Its utility is more ~an the mere pleasure of not being ourselves, more
even than .the profit of widening the range of our sensibilities. It
affords us a better equipment with which to! appreciate what
is con.
temporary with ourselves, and the necessary contrast ·to enable JIS to
recognize its idiosyncratic features. This acquaintance with literary
tradition gives us a perspective upon ourselves. If many a modern
- reader were quite frank, he would admit that such is the use he makes
of both the Divine Comedy and Paradise Los~, in contrast, say, to the
.,
plays of Shakespeare.
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The style of personality in neither Dante nor Milton is as congenial to us as that in Shakespear~. The self-reliance of Milton pro~
ably seems to the modern reader an excess in the one direction of
which the submissiveness of Dante. is an excess. in, the opposite; and
Shakespeare comes near being the happy medium. But we can understand them all-and orient ourselves in life the more accurately by
so doing. The nearest Milton can get to submissiveness is ',fthey also
serve who only, stand and wait" with 'its ill-suppressed note of impatience. Its tone of holding one's self in check for the time being is
very' different from that complete surrender to the authority of another personality in the line" from Dante that Arnold liked so much,
"In thy. will is our peace." Far from enshrining an eternal value,
as Arnold supposed, this line of Dante will awaken the most contradictory .of respqnses accord-ing to the social attitude of the reader.
Taken apart from its context, I suppose, every reader will have moods
of acceptance, when life is too much for him, provided he can find
. the requisite authority. For many it would be involved with comforting recolleCtion of the maternal protection of childhood. But
certainly since the Renaissance, as systematic theology or, philosophy
of life, it must have unpalatable associations outside of fascist countries. Even there, one can say that peace is hardly the right word to
describe the effect of surrender of the· individual will to a dictator.
Otherwise the phrase will set up reactions ranging from indifference
to contempt as a result of its implication that man is unable to manage either his own life or the world about him. Its whole psychology
will seem to be wrong since it assumes only relationships of dictation
and submissiveness rather than any adequate notion of cooperation.
But we learn a great deal that is helpful about the past and about ourselves from understanding its meani~gs.
When such a bringing of our present attitudes into relation with
the objective meaning of past literature becomes the focus of our
interest, we have shifted to a third use of literary tradition, which is
even more spontaneous than the first and actually accompanies both
the first and the second in varying degrees of intensity. A trained
observer may carry ali three responses in his mind as he reads" as parts
of a single complicated absorption of. meanings. To the ordinary
reader this third response i~ probably the only one he gets spontaneously. Often it is a destructive imposition of prejudice, 'and much
of our formal training has as its end ;~s eradication. Yet we should
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not imagine that it is either healthy or possible to root out such a
reaction entirely. What is individual prejudice needs to be reduced
and can be if we read with attention to the first two attitudes. But
no oQ.e .can or should seek to escape the limitations' of appro~ch which
the needs of his own period impose, as part of the inevitable specificity
of any orientation. - The present QughJ to dominate the pa~t. Indeec;1
when we think we are preventing it, we are usually deceiving ourselves. .
Since we can never completely be any past person, our identification with past literature always' has' its limitations, though' we lose
sight of them for two reasons. So much of our training is purely
formal, that we assume we are getting reactions, that we are really ree.,-ding a poem, when we are merely accepting conventional interpretaiions of it. This is quite as. shallow as, though opposite to, the
'ordinary read~r's reducing it to a. prejudice. More importantly, under
. t4is assumption, we fail to realize that, when we go spontaneously t~
past books, the special needs of our own period always involuntarily
determine the emphasis. We may study in college a hierarchy of
authors with Homer and Shakespeare at the top. The actual hierarchy which influences our writing if we are authors or which is represented by our habitual reading, as it· is dictated by pleasure rather
than duty, may be quite -different. In the twenties, for instance, no
matter haw great the reverence we professed for Shakespeare, for many
cult~vated readers Donne was actually the most important English
'poet. The Humanist in a fashion sensed the existence of this reaction, and proceeded the more desperately to emphasize the academic
hierarchy. It woul~ seem to me more reasonable to proceed in the
opposite way. When there is' a demand for a new serum like penicillin, our laboratory experiments· and our' productive appa.t:atus
increase their efforts to satisfy it. Similarly, I should think, when
our critics make us aware that the needs of the moment are setting up
a nat~ral demand for Don~e, university faculties might recognize the
healthy potentialities in the de~nd, as well as its inevitability, and
meet it with a special emphasis upon the author. A well-rounded.
man will not suffer from a temporary neglect of Shakespeare when
Donne is more adequate for his psychological integrati~n, which is
the basic condition that must be met if he is to attain the goal of a
rich and bal~nced personality. Here again the needs of the individual
personality are but a variant of the prevailing needs of the larger
grouping. The sathe pressures from the state of soCiety that led us
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to Donne in the twenties, should, one would think, direct us to Whitman in our present state of war for democracy. But I have not noted
any movement· on the part of scholars <:>r publishers to increase our
awareness of his value in the present crisis. Mr. Hudson of the Rocky
Mountain Radio Council, and "Roy Harris, the noted composer, with
their !adio program on Whitman for the Conference, have stepped
in where our scholars have forgotten to tread.
Now it seems to me that we shall become more sensitive to the
value of these three uses of past literature if we rid ourselves of the
Platonic element in Humanism. When we assume that standards are
fixed and inherited, we are attempting to thrust the present into the
Procrustean forms of the past. Worst of all, we lose sight of the relationship between the creation and enjoyment of literature and its
contemporary environment. Tradition is little more than an aid for
clarifying this relationship. The art may use the tradition, but what
the ar,t represents is determined by the impact·of the present society.
Many 'Of our difficulties follow our neglect of this truism. The differences of aims and methods I earlier referred to are in a large part a
consequence of the immediate ~ull of other disciplines upon th~
field of letters; just as the common difficulties they all share are but
a reflection of the cross purposes now existing in the larger area of
society itself. These unavoidable disorders cannot be swept away
by any invocation of tradition. They can be tempered only within
the life process itself. The word "home" cannot take on~he connotations we may desire until we have restored the home as an experience,
and one does not restore it by writing poetry in old modes. Nor will
freedom have the connotations which will permit its use once: more
in poetry,' which will permit the restoration of this lost art of poetry
itself, until some of us have died to give its· general meaning the
new specificity Qf overtone a new age requires. We can see the process
at work in many of the letters members of the French underground
wrote before their execution by the Nazis. When GabrJel Peri left as
a legacy to his friends his conviction that there would be tomorrows
that sing, in one,and the same process he was integrating the new spirit
of French democracy and recovering the rich emotional- specificity
which the word democracy must secure before there can be any revival
of poetry, and any wholesome use of tradition.
@
The life of every day and the fictive life of art thus form a reciprocity of relationship, to which tradition makes.a valuable but sec'.
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ondary conojbution. We can aid this living process if as teachers
and critics lte abandon the assumption that the past should dominate
the present, and promote those changes of emphasis and insight, that
shift from an aristocratic to a democratic attitude, which the forces of
progress to&y demand from us and every other specialist. Now that
society is in the cruel but necessary act of recovering its integrity; the
lirerature whether of the past or the present' that can make us the
more vividly conscious of this process immensely accelerates it. If
we critics and teachers rightly understand the aid which literary tradition can" "bring to man's awareness of tIie direction of events in the
Hving present, we·shall restore to- ourselves that,sense of professional
dignity we have missed. For we shall then know that we too have
our indispensable contribut!on to a democratic society.
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